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Select the name
of the recipient

Select a door size 

Insert the package 
and close the door

3 EASY STEPS

*Spec sheets and pricing available upon request*



Easy process for managing parcelsEasy process for managing parcels

Efficient for mail clerksEfficient for mail clerks

Ability to retrieve parcels at all times 24/7Ability to retrieve parcels at all times 24/7

Eliminates parcel stackings in lobbies Eliminates parcel stackings in lobbies 

Eliminates thefts/loss of parcelsEliminates thefts/loss of parcels

Feeling of security Feeling of security 

Personalized security access for each parcel Personalized security access for each parcel 

Automated management of parcel pick-up Automated management of parcel pick-up 
remindersreminders

Several options of sizes/compartments Several options of sizes/compartments 
available to fit all needsavailable to fit all needs

Our smart lockers may be customized to Our smart lockers may be customized to 
match visual brandingmatch visual branding

Standard electrical outlet is needed Standard electrical outlet is needed 
(110 V)(110 V)

We take care of everything We take care of everything 
(Installation & programing, technical (Installation & programing, technical 
support, internet support, internet connection/access)connection/access)

Points of interestAdvantages for organizations

Expedibox is a smart locker solution which makes delivering and Expedibox is a smart locker solution which makes delivering and 
receiving of parcels simple and contact-free.receiving of parcels simple and contact-free.

Packages are safely placed in our locker units and are accessible by Packages are safely placed in our locker units and are accessible by 
the end user with a security code 24/7. the end user with a security code 24/7. 

This avoids displacement for package pick-ups at pick-centres, no This avoids displacement for package pick-ups at pick-centres, no 
more pile ups in the building entrances & no thefts of packages.more pile ups in the building entrances & no thefts of packages.

The lockers include our user friendly, simple to manipulate monitor, The lockers include our user friendly, simple to manipulate monitor, 
a camera integrated in the screen for proof of delivery, and an a camera integrated in the screen for proof of delivery, and an 
internal modem with WIFI.internal modem with WIFI.

The use of our smart lockers has many other possibilities, such as The use of our smart lockers has many other possibilities, such as 
internal company usage i.e.: tool storage, documentationinternal company usage i.e.: tool storage, documentation
storage/transfers, ecommerce in store pick-ups, etc.storage/transfers, ecommerce in store pick-ups, etc.
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100% Canadian smart lockers


